OPERATIONS MANUAL

Specifications
LOA
38’ 6 ½”
LWL
32’ 10”
Beam
12’ 11”
Draft
5’ 4”
Displacement
17,416 lb.
Roller Furling Sails

Welcome aboard!
We are happy you have chosen the Surprise for your vacation. We are sure you will enjoy
cruising in the lovely islands of the Pacific Northwest.
We hope this paper manual and the accompanying eManual will help you become familiar with
the boat. Please remember this is a non-smoking vessel. Always smoke outside. If you have
questions about the boat or about places to visit, please do not hesitate to ask the AYC staff.
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BOAT OPERATION
Engine Inspection
Remember your “WOBBS” every morning. Water, Coolant, Oil, Bilges (Inspect and Pump-out),
Belts and Sea Strainer.
Check the level of COOLANT in the expansion tank. Engine coolant is a mixture of 50%
antifreeze and water. Using a paper towel and a flashlight you can check the level of oil, in the
engine with the dipstick, located on the starboard aft side, accessible from the galley. If you
need to top up, oil is located under the settee cushions labeled Spare Parts; do not overfill.
Check the general condition of the BELTS, HOSES and FUEL LINES. Ensure the valve on each
RAW WATER THROUGH-HULL is in the ‘open’ position (lever in-line with valve).
If there is debris in the sea strainer, close the raw water seacock, open the strainer cover, clean
the strainer, and reassemble. Be careful to seat the O ring properly or you will have a leak.
Remember to open the raw water seacock when you are done. Familiarize yourself with the
location of ALL thru hulls in the boat – wooden plugs are in the port cabinet main salon and
valves are located at the site of each thru hull.

Surprise Thru-Hull and
above waterline Fittings

Galley through-hull
under sink
Stern tube through-hull
aft of engine

Forward Cabin through-hull
under sink
Cockpit drains

Engine exhaust
Engine Intake through-hull at
base of ladder under floor

Head: 2 through-hulls
sink & head

Holding tank
macerator out

If the boat begins to take on water: CHECK ALL THRU HULLS, AND TURN ALL VALVES OFF
(CLOSED). (Except possibly the engine intake). The normal position for all valves is OPEN
(valve handle parallel with hose).
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Engine
Surprise has a 42 horsepower Westerbeke diesel engine. The fuel shut off handle is located on
the port cockpit coaming (another engine fuel shut off in the aft cabin by the battery switches),
along with tachometer, hour meter, and engine warning lights. There is a single lever engine
throttle control (forward, neutral, reverse) at the starboard helm.
This boat has a definite prop walk to the port in reverse with not much noticeable effect in
forward. When in reverse be careful to keep a firm grip on the wheel. Use only low RPMs.
CRUISE AT 2300 RPM – this will result in 6-6.5 knots. It is best NOT to exceed 2500 RPM.
Anything beyond 2500rpm will not result in higher speed but will increase fuel consumption
and the wear on the engine.

Starting













Always check the oil and coolant before starting the engine.
Press the button in the center of the throttle handle to disengage transmission and push
the throttle forward or aft about a quarter of the way.
Be sure that the engine battery switch in the aft cabin is turned on.
Make sure the fuel shut off handle is pushed in all the way (also be sure that the fuel
shut off in the aft cabinet is pushed all of the way in).
Put the key in the key switch and turn it on.
Hold the pre-heat button in for 30 seconds.
With the pre-heat button held in, press the start button.
Let the engine run for a moment, and then bring the throttle lever back to the idle
position.
Do not operate the starter for more than 10-seconds at a time. If the engine doesn’t
start, wait at least 30-seconds before trying again.
Allow the engine to warm up by idling for approximately 5 minutes before putting under
load.
BE SURE THAT EXHAUST WATER IS BEING EJECTED, shutdown if not.
Normal cruising speed is 2300 rpm.

Shutdown






Move the throttle handle to upward position, neutral.
Allow the engine to cool down for at least a couple minutes. Usually this is the amount
of time it takes to secure your lines and plug into shore power.
Pull out the fuel cutoff handle all the way – and wait for the engine to stop.
NEVER turn off the key with the engine running.
Turn the key off only after the engine has stopped.
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Getting Underway
To disconnect, first turn off the AC POWER CIRCUIT BREAKER on the ELECTRICAL PANEL.
Disconnect the POWER CORD from the boat inlet located on the port side of the transom. Last,
disconnect the shore receptacle. To reconnect shore power, plug in cord, turn on shore
breaker and then turn on ship’s AC breaker.
Close the PORTHOLES, WINDOWS, and FORWARD HATCH. Once outside the marina, idle the
engines while crew brings in fenders and lines.

Docking
Have your crew make ready the lines and fenders and give clear instructions on how you will be
docking. Have bow, stern and spring lines ready. Often times it is best to lead them to the mid
ship of the boat (the widest part) where your crew members can easily step off and secure
either one.

Fueling Up
You will need to fuel up before returning to your slip at the end of your charter.
The fuel tank holds 42 gallons of DIESEL fuel.
 Before pumping, have an oil/fuel sorbs handy to soak up spilled fuel.
 You should have a rough idea of the number of gallons you will need by the engine hour
indicator. Your vessel uses approximately a 1/2 gallon per hour at cruising speed.
 You should hold a sorb cloth underneath the fuel fill in case of spills, when the tank is
almost full in order to avoid spilling diesel fuel by overflowing the tank.
The fuel cap is located on the starboard side of the transom. Use only DIESEL. Your deck fitting
key is located in the Chart Table at the Nav station.
Place the DIESEL nozzle into the tank opening, pump slowly and evenly, and note the sound of
the fuel flow. Pumping too fast may not allow enough time for air to escape, which may result
in spouting from the tank opening. As the tank fills, the sound will rise in pitch or gurgle. Pay
attention to the TANK OVERFLOW VENT on the outside of the hull opposite the tank opening.
The sound may indicate that the tank is nearly full. Top off carefully, and be prepared to catch
spilled fuel. Spillage may result in a nasty fine from law enforcement. Replace deck cap.
Caution ---Clean up splatter and spillage immediately for environmental and health reasons.
Wash hands with soap and water thoroughly.
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BOAT SYSTEMS
Electrical Systems
The electrical system is divided into two distribution systems: 110-volt AC and 12-volt DC.
The systems are controlled from the AC ELECTRICAL PANEL located below the Nav station, the
DC AUXILIARY PANEL located at the Nav station, and the BATTERY SWITCHES which are located
in the forward part of the aft cabin. When not connected to shore power, batteries are charged
during daylight with 200 Watts of solar panels mounted on the dodger. Battery status is via the
Link 1000 which handles all charging, discharging and also controls the inverter. Turn off
electrical devices that are not needed when on battery power specifically the hot water heater
and avoid using the microwave.
Most breakers are labeled by colored dots. Green signifies “On when operating”. Red is
“Always off”. Blue dots are left on for cleaning crew. Yellow signifies items to use only as
needed to conserve battery life.

110-Volt AC System
SHORE POWER supports the water heater and the battery charger.
To connect to shore power, plug the POWER CORD into the boat and then into the doc
receptacle. Check the power rating/plug size of the nearest dock receptacle (that is 30 amp, 20
amp or 15 amp). If necessary, add a CORD ADAPTER located in storage closet below the TV.
Turn the breaker on the dock box on. Cords coming off the bow can be wrapped loosely
around the bow line but take care that the cord cannot touch the water.
At the ELECTRICAL PANEL, flip the AC CURCUIT BREAKER on. Check for reverse polarity. Then
turn on appropriate breakers for battery charger, and water heater. If you are not getting
power to your outlets, check that one of the GFIs have not been tripped.
Inverter Power (110-volt AC)
The INVERTER provides AC power only to the 110-volt receptacle plugs (i.e. TV, microwave)
when the boat is disconnected from shore power. The water heater and the boat battery
charger are automatically disconnected when the inverter is providing power.
NOTE: Use the microwave ONLY when plugged into shore power, as it will rapidly deplete the
batteries if used with the inverter.
The inverter panel is located at the Nav station with an on/off switch. It doubles as a battery
charger when plugged into shore power. The display should read “Float” or “Absorb” charging.
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The inverter’s power source is the DC house or inverter batteries. The Surprise has 2 pairs of
house batteries – 2 forward of the engine and two aft on the starboard side under the aft berth.
The quantity of DC power is limited to the capacity of these batteries. Therefore, running hair
dryers, toaster, electric coffeepots, space heaters, microwave, etc. will quickly discharge the
house/inverter batteries.

12-volt DC System
House Battery Bank Switch
5 battery banks support the 12-volt DC power c/o: 1-starter battery, 4-house batteries. The
BATTERY SWITCHES are located in the forward part of the aft cabin on the wall (behind
companionway step). The engine/house batteries are also charged by the BATTERY CHARGER
when connected to shore power and by the solar panels and engine alternator when not
connected to shore power.
The 12-volt panel shows all the systems supported by batteries. Primarily you will be turning on
the breakers for lights, water pressure, electronics, etc. Interior lights are also powered from a
circuit breaker on this panel but many have individual switches at each fixture. All the breakers
should be turned off after every use. The HOUSE BATTERY BANK provides power for all DC
systems. When disconnected from shore power, all 12-volt devices and 110-volt devices drain
the house batteries.
Battery systems will lose their charge while ANCHORED or MOORED. When away from shore
power, once the engine is off, turn the starting battery off, so that in the unlikely event of
draining all the batteries, you will still be able to start the engine.
Solar Panels: The solar panels provide a maximum of 200 Watts of charge during daylight.
Monitor the battery levels to see if your power usage while away from shore power is more
than what the solar panels can provide. The engine alternator can also top up with batteries.
Turning the refrigerator off at night will conserve power. Turn off systems not in use such as
instruments, VHF, stereo, etc. If you do not need the cabin heater, turn it off.
Note – Do not change the position of the battery switches while the engine is running or the
alternator diodes will be damaged. Change positions only with the engine off.
Voltage (Wet Cell Battery)
12.65 volts
12.47 volts
12.25 volts
11.95 volts
11.70 volts
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Battery State
100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

Sanitation System
Marine Toilet
The marine head is installed below the water line. Make sure the selection lever on the head is
returned to the dry bowl position. Failure to do so could result on the bowl overflowing and
flooding the boat with water.
It is important that every member of the crew be informed on the proper use of the MARINE
TOILET. The valves, openings, and pumps are small and may clog easily. If the toilet clogs, it is
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. Always pump the head for children so you can make sure nothing
foreign are being flushed.
Caution – Never put paper, paper towels, tampons, Kleenex, sanitary napkins, or food into the
marine toilet. Instead, dispose of these items in the trash container. Make sure the trash
container has a plastic liner installed before using. Liners located under head sink.
To flush head:
Use the manual pump to pump in water and to flush out. Set the switch to the right to
flush out and to the left to pump in water. Start with flushing out. After the bowl is
clear, pump 10 times, then switch to “dry bowl” and pump the bowl dry.
It is very important to leave the valve in the dry bowl/flush position.
Under the head sink, there is a y-valve that controls whether the flushed material goes to the
holding tank. Please consult Coast Guard regulations as to when it is legal to flush the head
overboard.

Holding Tank
The holding tank holds approximately 15 gallons of waste. Be aware of the rate of waste
production (about 1 gallon per flush). With an overfilled tank, it is possible to break a hose, clog
a vent or burst the tank. The result will be indescribable catastrophe and an EXPENSIVE FIX to
you. Empty the tank every other day, or sooner, to avoid this problem.
The HOLDING TANK is located aft part of the aft cabin. You can open the access to the holding
tank in the aft part of the aft cabin to see the tank and the pump (and to tell when it is empty or
full).
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The holding tank can be emptied in two ways:
1. To empty at a pump-out station: Use a winch handle (located in the cabinet below the TV)
to remove the WASTE CAP (located on the aft-side transom, on the port side. Insert the
pump-out nozzle into the waste opening and pump out using the pump-out hose. Follow
the pump out stations operating procedure to pump all of the effluent from the tank.
When pumping is finished, close lever on handle and turn off pump-station. Remove from
deck fitting and replace waste cap.
2. To empty overboard: Use the holding tank switch on the control panel – you can open the
access to the holding tank in the aft part of aft cabin to see the tank and the pump (and to
tell when it is empty or full). You will note the waste emptying thru an opening on the aft
port side near the exhaust. When empty, turn off the macerator pump (the chrome switch
on the control panel) and rinse the aft port side of the hull where the tank empties. By law
you must use a holding tank in all US waters. Be familiar with the applicable laws
concerning dumping sewage directly overboard.
If there is a fresh water hose on the dock, rinse the tank by adding 2 minutes of water into tank.
Then re-pump to leave the tank rinsed for the next charter. This also eliminates head orders. If
a hose is not available, pump water thru the head into the tank.
Be sure to monitor the holding tank closely, as plumbing accidents at sea are a real problem
for all.
Waste water from the sinks and shower drains overboard through various thru-hulls. These
valves should be kept closed when the fresh water system is not in use.

Y-Valve
The Y-VALVE directs waste effluent into the sanitation-holding tank or flushes the effluent
directly overboard. The Y-VALVE is located under the head sink and controls which method of
waste disposal is utilized. When he red control lever is perpendicular to the hose, that hose
outlet is closed.
Note—be familiar with the applicable laws concerning dumping sewage directly overboard.
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Water Systems
Fresh Water Tanks
There are two fresh water tanks that hold a total of 125 gallons. One tank is located in the bow,
under the V-berth, and one in the stern, under the large berth. Observe the water level by
checking the gauges on top of the tanks.
To refill the tanks:
 Remove the WATER CAPS located on the port side of the stern and on the starboard
deck forward.
 Attach the hose to the dock spigot and let run for a minute before inserting into deck
fitting.
 Avoid flushing debris from the deck into the tank opening.
 ONLY fill the tanks with potable water.
 Never top off with diesel at the same time the water tanks are open.
Switching Water Tanks: The water tank controls are located beneath the starboard salon seat.
The gauges for the water tanks are located on top of the tanks under the cushions forward and
aft. The water tank fillers can be opened with the deck key located in the chart table or with a
winch handle.

Fresh Water Pressure Pump
The WATER PRESSURE PUMP is located beneath the starboard salon seat. To use fresh water,
you need to first turn the water pump on. The water pump switch is located on the left side of
the 12-volt distribution panel. Take care not to run the electric pump when the water tank is
empty, as this will ruin the pump beyond repair.
If the water pump continues to run, you are either out of water or might have an air lock and
need to bleed the system by opening up a faucet. If you run out of water SHUT OFF THE HOT
WATER HEATER circuit breaker on the AC panel. Serious damage can occur!

Hot Water Tank
The HOT WATER HEATER has a 6 gallon capacity tank and operates two ways: you can run the
motor and heat the water, OR you can connect to shore power. Turn the water heater on or off
with the switch on the AC panel under the Navigation station.
Do not use the water heater if the water tank level is very low.
ALWAYS BE SURE THERE IS WATER IN THE TANK BEFORE YOU TURN ON THE AC HOT WATER OR
YOU WILL DAMAGE THE HEATER.
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Shower
Before taking a SHOWER, make sure water pressure and shower sump breakers are on

Turn on the shower drain switch on the DC panel. To drain the shower water, hold in the black
button-type switch in the head (there is a filter in the shower sump line under the sink that may
need to be cleaned if the sum quits pumping).
To conserve water, and make sure you have hot water when needed, take only very short “boat”
showers (turning off water between soaping up and rinsing). Please keep shower tidy: always wipe
down the shower stall & floor and be sure to wipe down the head after showering. Check for

accumulation of hair in the shower and sink drains (dispose in trash container).

Galley
Propane Oven and Cooktop
The boat is equipped with a low-pressure propane system for cooking.

To operate:
 Turn on the Gas Control Switch on the 12-volt distribution panel.
 Then turn on the gas valve in the propane locker in the aft port lazarette.
 While lighting the burner, keep the desired knob depressed on the oven or stovetop for
20 seconds before releasing it – this allows the burner to preheat and stay lit.
 Make sure to switch off the Gas Control Switch when not cooking.
 Turn off the propane tank in the aft port lazarette when not cooking.
Note: There is NO pilot for the oven.

Microwave
There is a small Sharp microwave located on the galley countertop. Use the microwave ONLY when

plugged into shore power. Its power demands are such that it will rapidly deplete the batteries
if used with the inverter.

Refrigeration
The refrigeration operates on 12-volt DC power. Monitor the use of the refrigerator when the
engines are not charging the 12-volt battery system, or when you are not hooked up to shore
power.
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To run the refrigeration the switch on the control panel must be turned on. The thermostat
switch for refrigeration is located under the sink. The chamber accessed through the counter
top is the coldest part (may freeze foods), and the chamber access through the door is less cold
and works well for vegetables. In order to avoid accidentally freezing your foods, you may want
to start with a lower setting and “move up” slowly. If you use ice in the freezer, there is a sump
pump that can be used to drain it. The switch is a button on the galley cabinet above and aft of
the sink. Turn on shower pump circuit to pump out fridge water.
AYC will supplement you with 2 bags of ice. The refrigerator needs to be turned OFF at night
when anchored or moored to prevent drainage of the battery.

Heating
Forced-Air Furnace (AC or DC)
The FORCED-AIR FURNANCE (new 2015) provides heat in the same way as a household furnace. There is
an on/off switch and a temperature dial (Thermostat) located on the wall between the head and the
Nav station. To control the desired heat, turn the heater on and rotate the thermostat knob.
Check the furnace EXHAUST located aft starboard transom, next to fuel filler for any obstruction such as
fenders or lines. Do not block this opening when operating the furnace. Heat will damage fiberglass or
rubber.
Turn off the furnace heater by turning switch back off.

Space Heater (AC)
Two 12-volt SPACE HEATERS are available when connected to shore power. One is normally found in
the forward stateroom closet, and the other in the aft stateroom closet. Take caution not to put heaters
in contact with flammable items.
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Electronics
Manuals are located in the port cabinet main salon.

VHF Radio
The VHF radio (ICOM 504) is located at the cabin Nav Station. A remote control for the VHF
radio (ICOM COMMANDMIC III) is located at the helm (stored in the port cabinet, main salon).
Both units are equipped with DSC in which will broadcast the exact location of the Surprise. Use
of DCS is for emergencies only.
To operate the VHF radio, turn on switch on the DC distribution panel, and then turn on the
radio. Monitor channel 16 button, the emergency/hailing channel, at all times. Press channel 1
thru 4 or WX button to listen to the weather report. There is also a handheld VHF located by
the TV/DVD player.

Command & Navigation Equipment
The command & navigation equipment includes:












One steering station at aft cockpit helm.
Compass: Plastimo, magnetic, 5-inch.
Auto Pilot: Raymarine ST8001.
Multifunction plotters: Raymarine C90W at helm. Additional C90W at Nav station.
Fathometer: Raymarine ST60.
Depth sounder is digital by Raymarine.
Anemometer is digital by Raymarine.
Wind Direction: Raymarine and Windex.
Radar: RD418D 4KW Digital Radome, integrated with multifunction plotters.
AIS-1000 Class B “Send and Receive” AIS Transponder.

Remember you are not allowed to travel in FOG or in serious wind conditions.
PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTION for each piece of equipment located in the cabinet below the
TV in the port-side of the galley. Turn on the power at the Nav station and follow the
Instructions carefully. Do not operate the equipment without reading the detailed instructions.
Do not operate the boat at night or in the fog – anchor if at all possible.
Note: Electronics AND AutoPilot switches must be on. All electronics should automatically turn
on once these switches (bottom right, top panel) are on.
NOTE: The view on the radar screen will be as if you are looking forward – even though it is
mounted so you are looking aft.
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GPS is considered a navigation aid. Do not rely on it. Compasses, charts, and dividers
are the tools to plot position, course and speed.
Autopilot:
Engage: Turn on the Autopilot on the DC Distribution Panel. Push the “Auto” button.
Disengage: Push the “Standby” button.
Change Direction: Press the 10 or the 1 buttons the number of times will reflect the number of
degrees you wish to change. You can also use the dial to change direction by rotating in the
desired direction.

ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS
AM FM Satellite Radio and Bluetooth Sound:
The Fusion MS-IP600 is located at the Nav Station in the cabin. The Surprise has speakers in the
cabin and in the cockpit. You can choose to operate just the speakers in the salon, or also turn
on the speakers in the cockpit. Use the controls on the stereo to set the volume and to control
the speakers.

The symbol on the left (antenna) controls the radio, cycling between AM, FM and Sirius
Satellite.
The symbol on the middle is the AUX and broadcasts the Bluetooth signal. To access
Bluetooth, put your phone or other device in Bluetooth pairing mode and look for and connect to
“FUSION MS-BT100” (no password required). You will then be able to stream your music via Bluetooth
from anywhere on the boat. The symbol on the right is used when you have inserted an older 30 pin
iPod device into the radio. Under all modes, use the menu button (upper left top picture) to gain access
to the songs/stations you want to listen to.

TV/DVD Player
There is a Toshiba TV with a built in DVD player located in the cabin. For further instructions please
refer to the manual located in the port cabinet below the TV.
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ANCHORING
Anchor & Windlass
The windlass breaker is located to the left of the battery switches in the aft cabin. Run the motor

when using the Windlass to raise or lower the anchor, to prevent running down the battery.
The primary WORKING ANCHOR is a Bruce 33# with 200ft 5/16” chain marked with yellow paint every
25 feet, and 3-ft of line rode, located in the deck locker. A second anchor is located in the aft starboard
lazarette. The anchor line for the second anchor is not secured. Be sure to secure it before lowering the
anchor.
Let out sufficient ANCHOR RODE before setting the anchor. Yellow colored markers are placed every 25
feet on the chain rode. If the anchorage is crowded put down at least 3 to 1 scope (60 feet for 20 feet of
water), back the anchor in with a short burst from the engine, then let out additional scope dependent
upon conditions.
Coordinate with the helmsperson to remain steady above the anchor as it is raised. AS the anchor rises,
be careful not to allow it to swing against the hull. Always Wash rode, chain, and anchor down before it
goes into anchor locker. Hose and nozzle located in anchor deck locker.

BE VERY CAREFUL RAISING AND LOWERING THE ANCHOR—Keep hands, fingers, feet, toes,
clothing, etc. clear of the chain and windlass. Turn on the windlass on the panel. Unlock the
anchor to lower it. Secure the anchor after it has been raised.
CAUTION – Allowing the Chain to release freely may cause the chain to jump from the gypsy
damaging the windlass, the boat or cause personal injury.
Set the anchor by engaging the engine in reverse briefly. Do not set the anchor by pulling in
with the windlass. Always make the anchor rode fast on a cleat when the anchor is set. Do
not rely on the windlass brake to hold the boat.
WARNING – The motion of the boat at anchor can cause loads on the anchor rode that may
damage the windlass. Always motor the boat up to the anchor as you take in on the rode.
Never pull the boat up to the anchor with the windlass. Never break the anchor out using the
windlass, cleat the rode off and use the engine to break out the anchor.

Mooring Cans
The State Park Sticker on your vessel allows you to pick up the MOORING CANS in the parks for free.
You only need to register at the kiosk usually located at the heads of the docks. Mooring cans have a
metal triangle at the top upon which is a metal ring. The metal ring is attached to the chain which
secures your boat. IT IS VERY HEAVY. The strongest member of your crew should be picked for this job.
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Come up to the CAN into the wind as you would for anchoring. Have crew members on the bow, one
with a boat hook and one with a mooring line secured like a bow line. As you are coming slowly up to
the can have the crew holding the boat hook point at the can with the hook so the skipper always knows
where it is. Hook the can and bring the ring up to the boat to allow the second crew to thread the ring
with the line. Release the hold with the boat hook. If your mooring line is led out the starboard chock
bring the end of the line back through the port side. You will essentially create a bridle with about 10
feet of slack from the chock to the can.
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SAILS AND RIGGING
The Surprise is equipped with a roller furling mainsail and a 150% roller furling genoa. Sails are all
operated from the cockpit.

Mainsail:
 Release the main sheet and boom vang when operating the main furler to prevent the
sail jamming inside the mast.
 Two lines control the mainsail furling operation. The furling line controls the rotation of
the furling tubes and the out haul line controls the tension on the sail.
 NOTE: It is important to remember that the furling line controls the sail area and the out
haul line controls the sail shape.
 Always furl and unfurl the main with the boat head up to the wind.
 The main is unfurled by taking in on the main in haul line – it is important to feed the
out haul line as you furl the main.
 Note: Never take in one line without keeping a little tension on the opposite line!
 NEVER try to pull one of these lines without first uncleating the other one.
 The main may be reefed by turning the boat into the wind and furling the main up to the
marked reef points on the sail.
Note: release the tension on the boom and the boom vang before attempting to furl the main
out haul line. It is good ideas to have someone support the boom during this process. After the
sail is out, re-tighten mainsheet and the boom vang.
Jib Furling:
 Loosen the jib furling line to extend the jib while putting tension on the jib sheet.
Control the speed of furling the jib by maintaining slight tension on the lines.

Troubleshooting:
1. Mainsail resists being unfurled: Check all lines. Make sure tension on the boom and
boom vang are released before trying to out haul the main sail. Make sure in haul cleat
is free.
2. Furling line gets stuck partway through the furling process: This is usually due to not
applying proper tension on lines in furling and unfurling process. Try letting the sail out
and repeating the process. Be sure you are headed into the wind to reduce pressure on
the rig.

Wheel
The wheel has 1.5 turns stop to stop. The “centered position is marked when the spoke with
black tape around it is vertical. Please keep positive control of the wheel and do not allow it to
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“slam” from wheel stop to wheel stop – especially in reverse. Be sure to release the white
wheel-lock (by turning it) in the center of the wheel before using the wheel. Also, be sure to
engage the wheel-lock when closing down the boat.

Winch Handles
The winch handles are located port cabinet main salon. When sailing place the winch handles
in the holder in the cockpit when not in use. Please return them to the cabinet at night or at the
finish of your charter.

Emergency Tiller
The emergency tiller handle is located in the starboard lazarette. The rudderpost attachment is
located under a deck plate in the walk-thru transom area. Remove the cover of the tiller using
a handle. Install the tiller handle. Make sure that the wheel is unlocked.

BARBECUE
Note: the propane barbecue cannot be used when docked at the Anacortes Marina unless
permission is granted by the marina manager.
The propane Barbecue is located on the aft port cockpit rail. The small propane bottle and the
control valve are located in the propane locker. Attach the control to the “feed pipe”, and then
screw the propane tank onto the control.
Carefully light the unit, preferably with a long-stem butane lighter. The barbecue generates a
lot of heat and cooks hot and fast.
BE SURE TO TURN IT OFF WHEN COOKING IS DONE! Be sure to clean any grease or drippings
that have fallen on the fiberglass stern or deck. Brush the grill after each use.
Note: Propane bottle are not stocked by AYC. You will need to purchase one if extras are not
found on board. Caution – For safety reasons, do not store an opened propane bottle within the
salon or engine compartment. Chances are these will leak slightly once opened and propane
gas could settle into low spaces. Store these bottles in the propane locker. Ensure gasoline and
flammable materials are not near the barbecue.
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DINGHY & WEAVER SNAP-UP DAVIT SYSTEM
The dinghy is a West Marine RIB 310 (rigid inflatable boat), and will accommodate
approximately 2 - 4 people. There are detailed instructions on how to raise and lower the
dinghy using the Weaver Snap-Up Davit system in the on-board eManual DVD, and also on the
on-board iPad. You can sail with the dinghy snapped up or you can tow the dinghy. Sailing with
the dinghy snapped up increases the cruising speed, and makes for easier docking in tight
situations. Please do not put the dinghy on the deck – it will chip the fiberglass. There are 2oars that are attached to each side of the dinghy, and an outboard motor can be rented at the
AYC office.

OTHER
Safety
SAFETY should be paramount in your daily cruising. A MAN OVERBOARD DRILL should be
discussed and perhaps even practiced with a life jacket. Remember your lifejackets are stowed
in the starboard lazarette. A few should always be out and ready. Your flares and safety
equipment are located in the port cabinet main salon.

Bilge Pump:
Surprise has an electric and a manual bilge pump.
The electric pump is equipped with a float switch. The master switch is located on the electrical
panel. Normally, the switch will be left in the AUTO position. You may occasionally hear the
pump operate due to condensation and water from the shaft log accumulating in the bilge.
In case of emergency, the manual pump handle is located in the aft part of the starboard
lazarette. The manual bilge pump is located on the starboard side of the transom walk-thru. To
operate the pump, open the transom gate, insert the pump handle into the socket and pump
vigorously. The intake of the hand-pump is at the bottom of the bilge sump, and the discharge
passes through the side of the hull on the starboard aft corner.

Spares
Tools and spares are stowed under the forward section of the dinette seat. This includes oil
filter, fuel filter, raw water impeller, fluids, spare bulbs and other small parts.
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A COPY OF THE COMLETE BENETEAU MANUAL CAN BE FOUND IN THE PORT CABINET MAIN SALON AND
ON THE ON-BOARD iPAD.
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